Over the course of the Awareness phase, share the following posts with community leaders to enjoy and share with their private and public networks. Digital files can be found on the electronic version of SASA! Together.

Thanks, GBV Prevention Network!

Many of the visual posts used in SASA! Together were produced by the GBV Prevention Network, a vibrant network of activists and organizations coordinated by Raising Voices working to prevent and respond to violence against women. Learn more at http://preventgbvafrica.org.

Text to Post: There are many types of violence against women, and they all hurt women. VAW is most common in intimate relationships. There is another way: respect, kindness, balanced power. #SASATogether

Text to Post: Is your community silent about violence against women? Why? What are the consequences of this silence? #SASATogether
Balancing power does not mean men lose power. It means they gain respect, happiness and health. Do you think it’s possible for women and men to balance power in their relationships? #SASATogether

Women are in most danger of violence at home. Homes can be safe and happy. Commit to never using violence. #SASATogether

Change is possible. Life without violence is in our hands. What will you do today? #SASATogether

Controlling others is a sign of weakness, not strength. Use your power positively. #SASATogether

What would your life look like if girls and boys, women and men were treated fairly and equally? Be the change. #SASATogether

STARTING AT HOME
Most acts of violence are committed by a man that the woman knows well, such as a family member or a spouse/partner.

#SASATogether

Everyone Wins with balanced power!

#SASATogether

Without Violence
Women and men valuing and respecting themselves and each other.
Women and men debating ideas and co-creating solutions.
Women and men supporting each other across gender roles.
Women and men, girls and boys are happier and healthier together.

#SASATogether

Negative Power = Power Over
When power is used to control others.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Women are in most danger of violence at home. Homes can be safe and happy. Commit to never using violence.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Balancing power does not mean men lose power. It means they gain respect, happiness and health. Do you think it’s possible for women and men to balance power in their relationships?

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Change is possible. Life without violence is in our hands. What will you do today?
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Text to Post: Controlling others is a sign of weakness, not strength. Use your power positively.
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Text to Post: What would your life look like if girls and boys, women and men were treated fairly and equally? Be the change.
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Text to Post: Balancing power does not mean men lose power. It means they gain respect, happiness and health. Do you think it’s possible for women and men to balance power in their relationships?
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Text to Post: Change is possible. Life without violence is in our hands. What will you do today?
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Text to Post: Controlling others is a sign of weakness, not strength. Use your power positively.
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Text to Post: What would your life look like if girls and boys, women and men were treated fairly and equally? Be the change.
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Text to Post: Balancing power does not mean men lose power. It means they gain respect, happiness and health. Do you think it’s possible for women and men to balance power in their relationships?
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Text to Post: Change is possible. Life without violence is in our hands. What will you do today?
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Text to Post: Controlling others is a sign of weakness, not strength. Use your power positively.
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Text to Post: What would your life look like if girls and boys, women and men were treated fairly and equally? Be the change.

#SASATogether
Text to Post: Power isn’t in limited supply—we can all have it. Balancing power brings safety, pleasure and possibility! #SASATogether

Text to Post: Does violence against women feel wrong to you? Join millions of others who agree! #SASATogether

Text to Post: Men’s power over women—is it helping or hurting our relationships? Our families? Our communities? Our community has the power to create change—it starts with you. Show respect in your words and actions. #SASATogether